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Abstract 

 

Today, US highways are at an age where they require more reconstruction and repair, 

resulting in more work zones. At the same time, highway traffic volumes are at an all-

time high and will only keep rising in the foreseeable future. The growth in road miles is 

not in proportion to the demand, which is resulting in rapid deterioration of the nation’s 

roadways. Creating work zones on congested highways and in dense urban areas is the 

only solution for the transportation agencies to ensure that the roads remain usable. 

Every year there are several traffic incidents on the roads with work zones and studies 

have shown that most of these work zone crashes involve rear-ending the vehicle in front 

usually at the end of a traffic queue. 

This paper describes the architecture and functionality of a work zone traffic information 

system using Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) based vehicle to vehicle 

communication and a newly designed hopping algorithm to resolve this problem. Our 

proposed hopping algorithm can deliver in-vehicle messages transmitted by a roadside 

unit installed at work zone site to far away vehicles travelling towards work zone on pre-

defined routes. Our newly designed hopping algorithm uses rectangular regions to define 

a hopping route and can hop messages to vehicles on multiple routes at the same time 

without the risk of creating a broadcast storm. Although, the messages hopped by our 

proposed hopping algorithm will generally be applicable to the vehicles on only one side 

of the road (travelling towards work zone), the DSRC equipped vehicles present on both 

sides of the road will participate in hopping to maximize the number of available hopping 
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nodes in situations with lighter traffic flow and/or low DSRC market penetration. 

Furthermore, our hopping algorithm increases message security by not requiring any 

hopping nodes (i.e., DSRC equipped vehicles) to modify the contents of the hopped 

message. We have also performed numerical simulations to evaluate the performance of 

our hopping algorithm. The simulation results show that the proposed hopping algorithm 

works as expected and successfully disseminate DSRC messages along a pre-defined 

route. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

One important application of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is to improve traffic 

mobility in the area of work zones. Several research articles show that congestion in a 

work zone can grow quickly and often results in accidents, especially during rush hours 

[1-2]. Only in 2013, there were 579 fatalities due to vehicle crashes in work zones on US 

roadways [3]. Traffic Jams caused due to work zones have constituted to $700 million in 

fuel loss alone. Studies have also shown that most of the work zone crashes involve rear-

ending collision, usually at the end of the traffic queue [4] which necessitates the need of 

an intelligent traffic information system for work zones to provide drivers with safety 

critical information in a timely manner [5,6]. 

To remedy this problem some sort of information system is required which will inform 

incoming vehicles about the state of congestion on the road ahead. Today few Navigation 

based systems provide information about the congestion and traffic jams on any given 

route as shown in the figure 1 below.  
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Figure 1-1 Google Maps Direction View with Traffic Information 

 

This kind of information system can be used to select best route from different route 

options but this system fails to address the most critical problem of work zone collisions 

which is time sensitivity. This system does not provide real time information to the driver 

due to which it is of little help when it comes to minimizing work zone accidents, 

therefore a “Real Time Work Zone Information System” is required which updates the 

information about the state of traffic in a work zone instantly.  

1.1 Traffic Information System: 

At this point, the question arises: How to create a real time information system? Installing 

many motion sensors (lasers, infrared sensors etc.) on every highway after every mile or 

so will not be a good solution since the cost of installing such a huge number of sensors 

and wireless hubs which will disseminate this information to the incoming vehicles will 

be very high, also maintaining this huge infrastructure will result in a very expensive 
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solution, therefore another solution was envisioned where the information will not only 

be gathered from the vehicles but also propagated through them as well, creating a 

mutual contract between physical road side infrastructure and vehicles moving on a road 

as a result, both of which will help each other to transmit traffic information (Figure 1-2), 

In this way the infrastructure required on the roads is reduced exponentially. The details 

of this process are explained later. 

 

Figure 1-2 A Typical V2I and V2V Communication Scenario  

 

Any real time work zone traffic information system has two basic objectives: 

 Gather dynamic traffic parameters such as the back of queue location, congestion 

length and travel time (TT). 
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 Disseminate these parameters to the vehicles approaching the congestion in a 

timely manner using Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) communication, Vehicle to 

Vehicle (V2V) communication, or a combination of both.  

Although, any wireless communication technology could be used for V2V or V2I 

communication, Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) has been a preferred 

choice for ITS for several reasons which are outlined in the next section in detail.  

1.2 DSRC: 

DSRC is a form of wireless technology based and developed exclusively for vehicular 

applications. DSRC is a two-way short- to- medium-range wireless communications 

capability that allows high data transmission specifically designed for automotive use 

(vehicle speeds up to120 mph), where minimizing latency (50 ms) and isolating relatively 

small communication zones are important. The Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) has allocated 75 MHz of spectrum in the 5.9 GHz band for use by Intelligent 

Transportations Systems (ITS) vehicle safety and mobility applications. 

Critical DSRC technology characteristics are specified as follows: 

 Bandwidth: 75 MHz (5.850 – 5.925 GHz) 

 Modulation: QPSK OFDM (with 16 QAM and 64 QAM options) (BPSK 

preamble) 

 Channels: 7 – 10 MHz channels (optional combination s of 10 and 20 MHz 

channels) 
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 Data Rate: 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, and 27 Mbps with 10 MHz channels (3 Mbps 

preamble) (or 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, and 54 Mbps with 20 MHz channels (6 

Mbps preamble)) 

 Maximum Transmit Power: 28.8 dBm (at the antenna input) 

 RSU and OBU Sensitivity: -82 dBm (QPSK) / -65 dBm (64 QAM) 

DSRC plays an important role in the connected vehicle domain and is generally 

considered the technology of choice for future ITS applications. DSRC brings a new 

dimension to the traffic safety as a traffic managing system can be easily setup on the fly 

with minimal infrastructure needed.  

1.2.1 Benefits of DSRC in Work Zones 

This section describes the various advantages of using DSRC technology in work zones 

over traditional approaches. The designed SmartWorkzone system is intended to solve 

the dual aspects of safety and mobility in work zones. These two aspects are discussed in 

the text below. 

1.2.1.1 Work zone Safety 

Studies show that 40 percent of all work zone crashes are rear end collisions [7]. These 

rear end collisions occur when a vehicle is stopped or is in a queue following a slow 

leading vehicle. Such collisions can happen due to high speed differentials with respect to 

slow moving vehicles near a work zone and free flowing faster traffic approaching the 

work zone. Work zones on freeways also result in very dynamic queue lengths based on 

lane closures and traffic volumes. Today, these are managed by upstream warning signs 
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which are placed at fixed locations where the expected start of queue lies. In some cases, 

the queue may begin well ahead of the warning sign confusing drivers or its apparent 

unreliability causing the drivers to ignore the signs altogether. Using DSRC and 

advanced hopping mechanisms, it is possible to identify the queue tail dynamically and 

relay the warning signs much further upstream and thereby providing safe and reliable 

information to the drivers. The messages can be programmed to display at the changing 

locations of the queue point. 

1.2.1.2 Mobility and Operational Data Collection 

Accurate and effective data collection can prove problematic, some of the challenges that 

exist today in the collection of performance measures are [8]: 

1. Difficulty of allocating enough staff time to obtain consistent interpretation and 

application of work zone performance measurement policies and procedures 

throughout the agency. 

2. Costs associated with obtaining high quality and consistent mobility data from the 

field. Some transportation agencies have mentioned that a lack of timely work 

zone crash data is a key impediment to being able to identify potential safety 

problems while a work zone is in place so that corrective actions can be taken. 

3. Data accuracy is another critical issue; For example, a few safety agencies have 

reported that they regularly encountered disparities between the number of work 

zone fatalities and work zone fatal crashes the agency believed had occurred in a 

given year and the numbers reported by the Fatal Analysis Reporting System 

(FARS), a national database maintained by the National Highway Traffic Safety 
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Administration (NHTSA). Although this is indicative of an annual evaluation 

measure, there is no system to validate or consolidate data coming from various 

sources today. 

The SmartWorkzone system can be used to solve the above-mentioned challenges. When 

a RSE is deployed in a connected vehicle environment, it is self-sustaining and can 

perform data collection on its own without any human intervention. Should there be an 

accident, the system may be interfaced with other emergency response systems to log 

pertaining data and also relay such information further upstream of the work zone to alert 

drivers and give them enough time to re-route. 

Data accuracy can be split up into two parts, number of samples and the general quality 

of the data. In a connected vehicle environment, the data being gathered will be standards 

compliant and hence there is little problem with data consistency. Since in such an 

environment every vehicle sends out Basic Safety Messages (BSM) in a pre-determined 

format, it is trivial to parse this information and take appropriate action. Assuming a 

sizable population of connected vehicles on the road, there will be significant amount of 

data for quality data collection and analysis. This amount of market penetration required 

for this system to effectively collect data would be similar to other technologies such as 

travel time data collection using Bluetooth. 

1.2.2 DSRC main components: 

Any DSRC based system has basically main two components (as shown in figure 1-3): 

 Road Side Unit (RSU) 

 On-Board Unit (OBU) 
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1.2.2.1 Road Side Unit (RSU) 

 

Figure 1-3 1 DSRC RSU and OBU  

The DSRC RSU is responsible for receiving traffic safety messages from the existing 

Department of Transportation (DOT) infrastructure over an Ethernet connection, and then 

sending them wirelessly to a vehicle based DSRC OBU. In V2I communication, the RSU 

is a roadside stationary device permanently connected to the existing DOT infrastructure. 

In a typical installation, the RSU would be placed elevated above the level of the 

roadway and would utilize a directional antenna in order to optimize range and precision 

of transmission. For a local application, this DSRC RSU can be installed at any local road 

where a service is to be provided to the passing vehicles in terms of safety messages. 

1.2.2.2 On-Board Unit (OBU) 

The DSRC OBU is responsible for wirelessly receiving traffic safety messages from the 

DSRC RSU on the DSRC communications band, and then sending the messages using 
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some sort of hardwire connection to the CID which is resident in the vehicle. The DSRC 

OBU is a mobile unit powered by the vehicle’s battery system. It utilizes an Omni-

directional antenna in order to optimize wireless DSRC communications in a dynamic 

environment. 

1.3 Prior Art: 

Several research studies have proposed systems and algorithms to accomplish above 

mentioned tasks [9 to 19]. One critical aspect of these proposed studies is to convey the 

information message from a distance roadside unit or from another vehicle (usually event 

driven) to a remote vehicle of concern. To accomplish this important task, some sort of 

Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) protocol or a message hopping algorithm is 

needed.  Any successful hopping algorithm for a work zone traffic information system 

needs to have the following three features. 

● The traffic parameters should be disseminated to the vehicles on a specific 

path which could potentially be affected by the work zone congestion.  

● While broadcasting the message via V2V communication, vehicles or 

hopping nodes should not broadcast blindly to avoid broadcast storm. [20] 

● The risk of any node or vehicle tampering with the messages to be hopped 

should be minimized for security reasons. 

The referenced research studies [10 to 18] if applied to work zone traffic information 

system will have some limitations in terms of not incorporating all of the above 

mentioned features at the same time. We will explain a couple of more closely related 

research studies. Most basic broadcast techniques follow either a 1-persistence or p-
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persistence rule. Most routing protocols which incorporates multihop ad-hoc wireless 

networks use 1-persistence rule which means that every node (in this case an OBU) will 

rebroadcast any incoming message with a probability of 1, in essence following a gossip 

based approach. This approach, even though very simple, can create broadcast storms 

very easily, another common approach is to use p-persistence probability where every 

node rebroadcast with a predetermined probability, this approach is sometimes referred to 

as probabilistic-flooding.  

[12] describes slotted I approach, in which after receiving a packet from node x, node y 

first checks the packet ID and then rebroadcasts the received packet with probability pxy 

if it receives the packet for the first time, otherwise, it discards the packet as can be seen 

in figure 1-4. Note that if node j receives duplicate packets from multiple sources within 

the waiting period of WAIT_TIME (e.g., 2 ms) before retransmission, it selects the 

smallest pij value as its  reforwarding probability; that is, each node should use the 

relative distance to the nearest broadcaster in order to ensure that nodes who are farther 

away transmit with higher probability.  
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Figure 1-4 Slotted I Approach 

Another distance based approach is such that upon receiving a packet, a node checks the 

packet ID and rebroadcasts with probability 1 at the assigned time slot TSij if it receives 

the packet for the first time and has not received any duplicates before its assigned time 

slot; otherwise, it discards the packet, a typical scenario is shown in figure 1-5 below 

 

Figure 1-5 Slotted P Approach 

 

All of the above-mentioned approaches if used in work zone safety applications show 

some major limitations, namely 
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 Messages are propagated in all directions, which will create confusion among 

drivers who have either already passed the work zone or are on a nearby different 

route, making them believe that there is a work zone in front of them. 

 Vehicles need information about their neighbors i.e. each OBU/node transmits its 

information (latitude, longitude, speed, etc.) in a BSM after every 100 msec which 

uses up bandwidth and can cause a broadcast storm if there is enough density of 

nodes/OBUs at a particular place. 

 OBUs change/append original messages, which can lead to security risks. 

1.3.1 Prior Research at University of Minnesota Duluth: 

 

A Considerable amount of research has been done on this topic in our laboratory at 

University of Minnesota Duluth under the supervision of Dr. Imran Hayee. Our earlier 

proposed method [18,19] suggests a hopping algorithm using DSRC based V2V 

communication on a predefined route which deals with message propagation problem 

using angular selection approach. Consider figure 1-6 shown below, where a RSU is 

placed at the end of a work zone which transmits Traveler Information Messages (TIM) 

that contain the enclosing cone angle at which the message is intended to be propagated. 

When vehicles receive the TIM message they first evaluate if they are inside the 

enclosing cone angle, if they are, then they read/process the contents of the TIM message, 

after this step OBUs will calculate their own distance from the origin of the TIM message 

(i.e. RSU) and will try to re-broadcast this message. OBUs near the RSU will have longer 

broadcasting time and OBUs further away will have shorter times in that way the farthest 

possible OBU will rebroadcast this message first at which point rest of the waiting OBUs 
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will cancel their broadcast session. OBUs before rebroadcasting add their own 

latitude/longitude position to the original TIM message which becomes TIM message 

origination point for the receiving OBUs and they calculate their rebroadcasting time 

based on their distance from this latitude/longitude position. In this way a TIM message 

can be transmitted on a more restricted route. 

 

Figure 1-6 Angular Correction 

This method although disseminates the information message on a much more restricted 

path and does a very good job of avoiding broadcast storm, has some drawbacks namely 

 This method shows limitation when there are sharp turns on the desired route or if 

there are other different routes inside the enclosing cone. 

 OBUs need to change/append the contents of the header of the original 

information message making it prone to security risks.  
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In this work, we propose a work zone traffic information system which solves the 

problem of propagating a message along one or more specific routes regardless of any 

sharp turns present in any of the desired routes. Furthermore, our proposed hopping 

algorithm keeps the message to be hopped as “read only” for the vehicles which can 

potentially increase security as well as decrease processing time, because none of the 

hopping nodes (vehicles) are required to change the contents of the original message. 

This can result in enhanced security because only roadside unit will need to use proper 

security certificates which has more processing power so any desired level of security 

could be achieved at roadside unit. 

We have performed simulations, preliminary field tests and a final demonstration to 

evaluate our proposed hopping algorithm using DSRC devices. The results suggest that 

our newly proposed hopping algorithm can successfully convey an information message 

from a roadside unit to vehicles on one or more specific predefined routes using DSRC 

based V2V communication.  

The rest of this writing is organized as follows. An overview of the proposed information 

system architecture is given in next Chapter followed by detailed description of the 

hopping algorithm in Chapter 3 and 4. The results of simulations and field tests are 

described in Chapter 5 and then conclusions described in the last section. 
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CHAPTER 2:  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A conceptual diagram of the proposed traffic information system to deliver in-vehicle 

messages on a predefined route is given in figure 2-1 in which a work zone is shown on a 

two-lane highway (two lanes in each direction). Due to work zone related lane closure the 

congestion can build and grow past the work zone as shown in figure 2-1. 

RSURSU M = 1

End of work 

zone
Smaller rectangles for 

curved paths

Longer Rectangles for 

straight paths

Start of Work

Zone

Desired Region

 

Figure 2-1 Conceptual architectural diagram of the developed information system for 

work zone to deliver in-vehicle messages on a predefined route. 

In the proposed system, one roadside unit is required and is placed near the end of the 

work zone to disseminate the information message to vehicles on a predefined route. 

Roadside unit can either acquire dynamic traffic parameters for the information message 

communicating with the ongoing DSRC equipped vehicles or it can obtain the 

information message parameters from a traffic control center. The position of the 

roadside unit is preferred to be at the end of the work zone coinciding with the beginning 

of the queue which is usually known and fixed. However, the back of the queue can vary 
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with the traffic flow, especially in rush hours when it can grow well beyond the 

beginning of the work zone. The traffic information message can contain work zone 

related parameters e.g., lane closure, speed limit, travel time, back of the queue location 

etc. In addition to the information useful to the driver of the vehicle approaching to the 

work zone, information message will also carry the information about the predefined 

route for vehicles to determine if the message is relevant to a particular vehicle and 

whether the vehicle needs to hop/re-broadcast that message. 

In our proposed algorithm, hopping route can be defined using simple rectangular regions 

as shown in figure 2-1. Each rectangle is represented by two mid points of shorter sides 

(longitudes and latitudes) and its width. The width of the main rectangles is preferred to 

be selected at least equal to the road width so that the vehicles moving in both directions 

can participate in hopping. In actual practice, we have kept the width to be at least 10 

meters more (5 meter on each side) to accommodate GPS location error which is around 

3-5 m for absolute position error [23]. This will ensure that a vehicle can successfully 

locate itself inside any rectangle based upon its GPS coordinates. The maximum 

rectangle width should be restricted to exclude as many parallel roads as possible or 

significant portions of crossing roads to avoid dissemination of the information message 

to the vehicles on unwanted routes. Each DSRC equipped vehicle’s On-Board Unit 

contains a GPS receiver in addition to a DSRC radio and a processing unit. The 

concatenated set of rectangles inside the information message, represents a complete 

hopping route. The number of concatenated rectangles in a given hopping route can vary 

depending upon the curvature of the road with shorter rectangles for the curved part of 
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the road and longer rectangles for the straight part of the road as shown in Figure 2-1. 

Adjacent concatenated rectangles in a given hopping route may slightly overlap each 

other for the curved part of the road (Figure 2-1). The rectangular regions or rectangles 

constituting the hopping route can be drawn for any desired hopping route using a web 

based application which is described in a later chapter. Each hopping route in the form of 

coordinates of concatenated rectangles is encoded in the header of the information 

message by the roadside unit before transmitting.   

2.1 Multiple Hopping Routes 

Information messages can be disseminated to more than one geographical route at the 

same time as long as all hopping routes are encoded in the header of the information 

message by the roadside unit. One such scenario of multiple hopping routes is shown in 

figure 2-2. Where there is a highway merge junction where two highways merge to a 

single highway having a work zone in form of a T-junction. The work zone related 

information messages will be applicable to both of these highways because vehicles 

coming on both highways towards work zone direction will end up passing through the 

work zone. Therefore, there is a need to disseminate the message to the vehicles on both 

highway routes. In case of multiple hopping routes, each geographic route will be defined 

using a web based application and encoded in the header of the information message, 

separately, by the roadside unit, following the rectangle which covers the highway merge 

junction or split of the hopping route, as shown in figure 2-2 where there are two distinct 

routes in each of the two scenarios represented by rectangles (1, 2, and 3a) and (1, 2, and 

3b). 
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Figure 2-2 Traffic Scenario depicting the need of multiple predefined hopping routes. 

  

As mentioned earlier, traffic information message can either be dynamically acquired by 

the roadside unit or it can be sent from a remote traffic information center. In this work, 

for the demonstration of hopping algorithm, we will assume that the traffic information 

message is being provided to the roadside unit by a traffic control center. However, 

traffic parameters can be acquired dynamically and we developed an algorithm to do that 

which is described in final demonstration section. 

Once a roadside unit is installed and provided with the information message as well as 

the hopping route, it prepares the information message for hopping by encoding the 

hopping route in the header of the information message.  For this work, we are assuming 

that the information message is in the form of DSRC based Traveler Information 

Message (TIM). The optional data fields of the TIM are used to carry the hopping route 

information. We have also developed a web based TIM configuration tool to accomplish 

this task. The roadside unit will periodically transmit TIM which will be received by all 
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the DSRC equipped vehicles’ OBUs present on the road within the direct wireless access 

range of the roadside unit. After receiving TIM from roadside unit, each vehicle first 

determines if it is on the desired route defined in the TIM as well as it will compare its 

calculated direction of travel with the direction given in the TIM to determine if the TIM 

is applicable to the vehicle. If so, the vehicle’s OBU will extract relevant information 

from the TIM and present that information to the driver via an android based audio-visual 

interface which has also been developed. However, even if the information message is 

not applicable to the vehicle because it is travelling in the direction opposite to the work 

zone congestion but still present on the hopping route, it will participate in hopping by 

using our proposed hopping algorithm to determine if it should hop or rebroadcast the 

received TIM for the vehicles farther away on the hopping route. We will describe the 

hopping algorithm in more detail in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3:  HOPPING ALGORITHM 

Our proposed hopping algorithm works in such a way that any vehicle which will hop the 

message will not be required to make any changes in the original message before re-

broadcasting that message. This will have an additional benefit that less processing power 

will be used at each hopping node (or DSRC equipped vehicle) as well as is less 

vulnerable to security risks by rogue elements which could distort the contents of the 

original information message before broadcasting. Furthermore, our hopping algorithm 

confines the message broadcast to a predefined hopping route to ensure that only those 

vehicles receive the message which need the relevant information. Finally, our algorithm 

will avoid broadcast storm [19] by ensuring that if more than one vehicle receives an 

information message at the same time, only one of those vehicles rebroadcasts it. If 

multiple vehicles compete to hop the message, our hop timing control procedure will 

resolve the contention, making sure only one of those vehicles rebroadcasts the message. 

Next, we will describe following three key features of our hopping algorithm to explain 

the functionality of our algorithm. 

1) Predefined hopping route 

2) Hop timing control 

3) DSRC specific hop timing control limitation and solution 

3.1 Predefined Hopping Route 

As explained earlier, each hopping route consists of concatenated rectangular regions on 

a desired road.  Each rectangle is represented by longitude and latitude of mid points of 
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two shorter sides and its width which is selected as equal to the width of the road 

(considering both sides) plus an additional 10 m or so to accommodate GPS location 

error whereas length of each main rectangle is preferred to be kept as long as possible 

without skipping any curved path or adding too many unintended parallel routes, so that 

less rectangles are required to define a specific route in the header of information 

message, which will result in smaller information packet size to transmit through the air. 

A hypothetical hopping route with corresponding rectangular regions is shown in figure 

3-1. The hopping route shown in figure 3-1 consists of only 4 main rectangles marked 

from M = 1 to 4. The roadside unit will need to encode the coordinates of each of these 4 

concatenated rectangles in the header of the information message e.g., TIM, to be hopped 

to that particular route. Length of each main rectangle is assumed to be much larger than 

the wireless access range of DSRC which means that generally more than one hop is 

needed in each main rectangle to carry the information message through the rectangle.  

Therefore, when each vehicle or OBU receives an information message to be hopped, it 

virtually divides each main rectangle into several sub-rectangles shown for main 

rectangle M = 2 in figure 3-1 which are numbered from N = 1 to NM. The rationale of 

dividing each main rectangle into virtual sub-rectangles will be discussed in the next 

section on hop timing control. The length of each virtual sub-rectangle is determined by 

the OBU in such a way that the distance from the beginning of any sub-rectangle to the 

end of the following adjacent sub-rectangle does not exceed the practical wireless access 

range of DSRC. Although, theoretical range of DSRC is 1 km [20], in most practical 

scenarios it turns out to be around 500 m so, our algorithm will keep the maximum length 
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of each sub-rectangle to be no more than 250 m. The minimum vehicle density required 

to successfully propagate TIM through the hopping route will be at least one vehicle per 

500 m covering at least 2 sub-rectangles or more depending upon the calculated length of 

the sub- rectangles. Equations to calculate sub-rectangle length are given in the next 

section.  

N = 1 N = 2 N = 3 N = 4

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N = Nm

LSRM

0.1-0.2 0.2-0.3

N = 1 N = 2 N = 3 N = 7 N = 8 N = 9N = 4 N = 5 N = 6 N = 10

g

0.3-0.4 0.4-0.5 0.5-0.6 0.6-0.7 0.7-0.8 0.8-0.9 0.9-1.0 1.0-1.1

i
h jf

d eca b k l m nRSU

Hopping windows
(sec)

(a)

(b)

 

Figure 3-1 A typical hopping route with 4 main rectangles showing sub-rectangles of 

one main rectangle with an OBU in second main rectangle 

3.2 Calculations to find if vehicle is inside a Hopping Route: 

Here we explain how an OBU evaluates which rectangle does it belong to, which is the 

first process an OBU performs after receiving a hopped message. Remember that in TIM 

we have the mid points of the shorter sides (points A and B) and length and width of 

main rectangle as shown in the figure 3-2. The dotted lines show the actual rectangle 

which these parameters represent. 
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Figure 3-2 Calculation parameters to find if a point is inside a rectangle or not 

 

For example, let’s assume point P is the position of the OBU, now OBU will 

 first calculate distance between A and P = d 

 Then calculate direction between A and P = ϴ1   

 Then calculate direction between A and B = ϴ2 

 If ϴ1 ≤ ϴ2 [point ‘P’ is in lower half of the rectangle], then calculate ϴ = ϴ2 - ϴ1 

 If ϴ2 ≤ ϴ1 [point ‘P’ is in upper half of the rectangle], then calculate ϴ = ϴ1 - ϴ2 

 Now if 0ᵒ ≤ ϴ ≤ 90ᵒ then, it is likely that point ‘P’ is inside the rectangle. To 

confirm, OBU calculates dx and dy using  
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                        (a) 

                       (b) 

 If dx ≤ RL and dy ≤ RW/2 then ‘P’ is inside the rectangle. 

Note: dx = DM for Rectangle M. 

 

3.3 Hop Timing Control 

Hop timing control mechanism is designed to avoid broadcast storm and minimize the 

number of total hops to carry the information message to the farthest end of the hopping 

route by ensuring that only farthest vehicle or OBU in any sub-rectangle hops the 

received information message. Once a vehicle or OBU receives an information message 

from roadside unit or a preceding vehicle, it will determine which main rectangle it falls 

into using a simple geometrical calculation method. If the vehicle or OBU is not present 

in any of the main rectangles, then it means that the information message was not meant 

for this vehicle and the vehicle just ignores the information message. However, if an 

OBU can locate itself in one of the main rectangles and determines the number of main 

rectangle (M) it falls into, then it will calculate the perpendicular distance from its current 

position to the beginning of the main rectangle (DM) as shown in figure 3-1. Based upon 

DM and length of the main rectangle (LM), each OBU will divide the main rectangle into 

virtual sub-rectangles and determine the total number of sub-rectangles (NM) in the main 

rectangle M, as well as the number N of the sub-rectangle it falls into using equations 1 to 

3.  
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   (1) 

    (2) 

   (3) 

Where NM is the number of sub-rectangle in a given rectangle, LM is the length of that 

given main rectangle calculated as the straight line distance between the two mid points 

of the main rectangle given in the hopping route, LSRM is the length of each sub-rectangle 

in Mth main rectangle, N is the number of the sub-rectangle in which the vehicle’s OBU is 

located, and DM is the perpendicular distance from the position of the vehicle to the 

beginning of the region. 

The rationale of dividing each main rectangle in multiple sub-rectangles is to assign a 

timing window defined by lower time limit (LTL) and upper time limit (UTL) to each 

sub-rectangle in such a way that any vehicle or OBU will only be able to hop the message 

within its own timing window to avoid broadcast storm. However, for any OBU to hop 

the message, it must receive the message before the LTL of its timing window. For 

illustrative purposes, we have assigned a 100 msec timing window to each sub-rectangle 

so that any information message can be hopped through one sub-rectangle in 100 msec as 

shown in figure 3-3. This timing window can be varied for various applications, however, 

for DSRC applications, it seems to be a natural choice because one complete cycle of 

DSRC service and control channel is 100 msec [25].  
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Once an OBU determines N and NM using equations 1 to 3 above, it will calculate its sub-

rectangle’s LTL using equation 4. 

  (4) 

After calculating LTL of the sub-rectangle N, the OBU will calculate a hopping wait time 

(HWT) using equation 5 to determine when it will actually rebroadcast the message.  

    (5) 

After calculating HWT, an OBU will wait for (HWT – Normalized Current Time) before 

actually rebroadcasting the message, where the Normalized Current Time is the time 

difference between the time when the information message or TIM was received by an 

OBU and the time when it was transmitted first by the roadside unit. It should be noted 

that first transmission time is also encoded by the roadside unit in the header of the 

information message i.e., TIM in this case. 

HWT is calculated in such a way that the OBUs near the beginning of the sub-rectangle 

have higher HWT values as compared to those OBUs which are farther away from the 

beginning of the sub-rectangle. As a result, if multiple OBUs are located inside one sub-

rectangle and receive the same TIM at the same time, then the OBU farthest from the 

beginning of that sub-rectangle will re-broadcast the message. When the other OBUs in 

the same sub-rectangle which are still waiting to hop, receive the same message again, 

they will come out of their waiting mode and will not hop the message. The OBUs will 

recognize if the two messages are the same by comparing one of the unique message field 

which in the case of TIM was its transmission time.   
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To illustrate the hopping algorithm’s functionality, figure 3-3 shows multiple OBUs in a 

given main rectangle (M = 1) along with virtual sub-rectangles and their corresponding 

hopping windows. For the illustrative purposes, we have assumed that the number of sub-

rectangles (NM) in this main rectangle is 10 and length of each sub-rectangle is around 

250 m which is maximum possible length. Once an information message or TIM is 

transmitted by the roadside unit, assume that it is received by OBUs “a” and “b” in the 

first sub-rectangle (N = 1) at almost the same time because both are within the wireless 

access range of roadside unit. Both OBUs will wait for a specific time (HWT – 

Normalized Current Time) before rebroadcasting. Due to it being farther away, OBU “b” 

will have a smaller HWT as compared to HWT of OBU “a”. Therefore, OBU “b” will hop 

the TIM first. Now the TIM hopped by OBU “b” will be received by all OBUs that are 

within the wireless access range of OBU “b” (OBU “a”, “c” and “d”). Since OBU “a”, 

which is waiting to hop that message, will receive the same TIM for the second time 

inside its hopping window (0.1-0.2 s), it will recognize that this TIM has already been 

hopped by an OBU which is in the same sub-rectangle and thus it will terminate its 

waiting process and will not hop. On the other hand, OBUs “c” and “d” will start waiting 

to hop this TIM according to their respective calculated HWTs. Since HWT of OBU “c” 

will be smaller than that of OBU “d”, it will hop TIM first. This process continues until 

the message reaches to OBU ‘n’ (figure 3-3). Note that the solid arrows in figure 3-3 

represent the actual hopping paths while the dashed arrows (shown only in first two sub-
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rectangles) represent the TIM reception paths which do not end up hopping the message. 

 

Figure 3-3 A typical hopping route with 4 main rectangles showing sub-rectangles of 

one main rectangle and multiple OBUs in first main rectangle to illustrate message 

hopping 

3.4 DSRC Specific Hop Timing Control Limitations and Solutions 

If messages are transmitted according to any non-DSRC based protocol, then the above 

mentioned equations would work fine but if DSRC based protocol is used to transmit 

TIM messages then there are two main problems that need to be addressed first.  

First, as of the time of this writing DSRC standard doesn’t allocate space to embed 

information about the rectangular regions that encompass the desired path as shown in 

figure 3-4a, to solve this problem we propose to extend the length of TIM message and 

send the rectangular region information at the end of each TIM message as shown in 

figure 3-4b, which will consequently have no effect on the security certificates of the 

message and won’t create any security risks. This is possible because OBUs who want to 

read information about the rectangular regions would just read the last bytes of TIM 

message to get that information but will need same security certificates to read rest of the 
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TIM message thus without correct security certificates OBUs will only get 

latitude/longitude position information which can’t be used in any sort of hack. 

 

Figure 3-4 Comparison Between Standard IEEE TIM and Modified TIM 

Secondly problem is due to the fact that according to DSRC based protocol, every 100 

msec is divided into 50 msec of “control window” and 50 msec of “service window” 

[25]. TIM can be transmitted/received only inside the service time window by a DSRC 

device as shown in figure 3-5 below. Therefore, equation 4 and 5 are modified to make 

sure that OBUs only transmit during the “service window”. The modified equations 4 and 

5 are given below as equations 6 and 7.  

    (6) 
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                        (7) 

 

Figure 3-5 TIM’s Control and Service Channel Windows 
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3.5 Comparison between DSRC and non-DSRC based protocol usage: 

To illustrate the difference between using a full 100 msec window as compared to using 

only service window (50 msec) for hopping, a graphical timeline is shown in figure 3-6 

for first 4 sub-rectangles with OBUs ‘a’ to ‘d’ of figure 3-3. This comparative timeline 

explains the difference between the calculated HWTs using original and modified 

equations.  

Time (ms) 

Dist (m) 

Time (ms) 

a c db

250 m 750 m 500 m 

200 ms 400 ms 300 ms 

200 ms 400 ms 300 ms 

Waiting time for c before hopping Waiting time for d before hopping 

150 ms 250 ms 350 ms 

Waiting time for c before hopping Waiting time for d before hopping 

Full window 
available

Only service 
window available

Control window Control window Control window 

b hops d hopsc hops

LTL

LTL

DRSC equipped vehicle

OBU’s hopping time using full window 

OBU’s hopping time using service window

OBU’s projected hopping time but does not hop

OBU’s projected hopping time but does not hop iin service window

100 ms 

100 ms 

0 m 

a does not  hop

 

Figure 3-6 Hopping timeline depicting the difference between using a full 100 msec 

timing window and half of 100 msec window as in the case of DSRC where only 50 

msec service window is available for transmission. 4 OBUs (a to d) are shown in four 

sub-rectangles of 250 m each. 
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The hopping windows are shrunk from 100 msec to 50 msec when we are using only 

service time window as seen in figure 3-6. Initially both OBUs “a” and “b” receive 

information message or TIM but OBU “b” will hop the message first because its HWT 

will be less than the HWT of OBU “a”. To illustrate the difference in calculated HWTs in 

both cases, let’s assume that the HWT for OBU “b” is around 125 msec using the full 100 

msec hopping window. Since that hopping time will occur in the middle of the control 

window (100-150 msec.), so OBU ‘b’ cannot hop the TIM until control window expires 

at 150 msec timing mark and service time window starts. However, by using our 

modified equations (6) and (7), the HWT of OBU “a” turns out to be 165 msec which will 

enable the OBU “b” to rebroadcast within its “service window”. Similarly, HWTs of 

OBU “c” and “d” will be changed so that they always fall in “service window”. 
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CHAPTER 4:  EMBEDDED AND WEB APPLICATIONS 

In this chapter we will briefly explain different kinds of applications both inside the OBU 

and RSE and the web application that we developed to perform a complete demo of this 

project in the field.  

4.1 PVD Application on OBU 

Collection of Probe Vehicle Messages (PVDs) allows us to compute dynamic travel time 

parameters. The PVD application in OBU collects PVD snapshots (as defined by SAE 

J2735 standard) per some pre-selected distance (100m default). Each PVD has up to 32 

snapshots. Each snapshot consists of GPS coordinates of the vehicle and time stamp. 

This information is transmitted to the RSE when a WAVE Service Announcement 

(WSA) with the PVD collection service is announced and the OBU is in range. 

 

Figure 4-1 PVD Application (OBU) 

Figure 4-1 demonstrates:  
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1. Work zone WSA Identifier: This is responsible for setting up the PVD app to figure 

out when a work zone related RSE has a PVD service in the WSA. 

a. When to transmit: 

 The OBU will only transmit when the RSU’s mac ID is not the 

same as the last mac ID or the elapsed time has exceeded a 

threshold. 

b. Vehicle Identity: 

Configuration file has the vehicle’s identification information, 

including owner code, vin, etc. 

c. Transmission point: 

 Computed at time of transmission from the OBU 

2. PVD Snapshot algorithm: After every 100 meters a snap shot is added to the PVD 

(frequency of which can be adjusted as well). Snap shot consists of Latitude, 

Longitude and Timestamp. 

The basic logic that drives the PVD collection algorithm is shown in the following flow 

charts (Figure 4-2).  
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Figure 4-2 PVD Collection(OBU) 

4.2 PVD Application on RSE 

As part of the SmartWorkZone system, the RSE performs the following functions: 

 Transmits WSAs over the air advertising the PVD collection service.

 Forwards the PVDs received to the Cloud Backend over cellular/backhaul 

network.

 Transmits TIMs over the air. These TIMs may be updated 

dynamically based on data received from the Cloud Backend.

4.3 Travel Time Computation: Cloud Application 

This cloud based component works in conjunction with the PVD application on the RSE. 

It accepts Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connections from deployed work zone 

RSEs. A copy of the original TIM Message is saved in a database. It then receives PVDs 
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from the deployed RSEs and computes travel time from the PVDs for each hop zone 

within the relevant work zone. Then the app re-encodes the Traveler Information 

Message with the updated travel times.

In order to keep track of the incoming PVDs from different RSEs, the application 

maintains a list of RSEs and associated location/IP address combinations. This mapping 

is essential to send updated information such as the TIM Message to the relevant RSE. 

The RSE receives PVDs from the OBU, the application maps them to a specific work 

zone and then processes them. Once the snapshots are decoded the time difference for 

each hop is calculated which is used to find travel time of that specific vehicle through 

each (default 100m) unit distance. Only one PVD is kept if multiple copies are received 

from the same vehicle. The average Travel time is calculated by averaging Travel times 

of all the vehicles that have sent their PVDs in a given set of time. As more PVDs are 

received, this process repeats and the travel time is averaged for each hop zone. 

Every time the travel time changes for any hop zone within a work zone, the TIM 

message is updated, re-encoded and stored for the Workzone Application to push the 

message payload to the relevant RSE. The application also sets a ‘TIM changed’ flag to 

“True” for the work zone. 

4.4 In Vehicle Display Unit 

Once an OBU receives and decodes a TIM message and gets the available information 

about the upcoming congestion it has to convey that information to the driver of the 

vehicle, for that purpose some sort of a display unit is required. We developed an 

Android application for that. The Android application receives TIM from the OBU and 
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the Full Position Vector data from the OBU over Wi-Fi. It then decodes the TIM 

messages and position data and displays appropriate information if applicable to the user. 

The snapshots below (Figures 4-3,4-4) show the application display. In Figure 4-3 the 

display shows the location of the vehicle on a map on the right hand side and on the left 

hand side, the decoded TIM elements are displayed, for example an icon displays the 

relevant graphic information, in this case, a left lane closure. Below the icon is the total 

travel time displayed. Following this is a text description of the International Traveler 

Information Systems (ITIS) codes that were embedded in the TIM message. The bottom 

text shows the distance to the end of the upcoming work zone.  

In the snapshots below, the map display has different levels of zoom. These zoom levels 

provide the user with information from a distance as well as more detailed map overlay 

when the driver gets closer to the work zone.  
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Figure 4-3 In-Vehicle Display 
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Figure 4-4 In-Vehicle Display Zoomed-In 
 

4.5 TIM Configuration Tool 

 

This component of the system enables work zone managers or foremen to store the 

geometric information about the work zone as well as the message codes applicable to the 

geometric region. The primary goal of this tool is to provide an easy to use GUI based 

interface that 

 Would allow import of KML based work zone geometry information.    

 Would enable addition of necessary message codes as well as time of 

day/duration information.  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 Would be available on any device with an internet connection.    

 Would generate the TIMdb flat file that can be uploaded to the RSE.    

Initially we decided to develop an Android application which will be easier to develop 

and maintain. However, after careful study, we concluded that a cloud based web 

application that can be accessed on any device with an internet connection would be the 

most feasible solution. The reasons are as follows: 

 The initial planning and time lines would be decided well ahead of on-site 

deployment. Support on as many platforms is important for user acceptance.  

 The cloud based solution can be extended to incorporate issue tracking and 

change orders.    

 The tool can also serve as an analysis tool for data acquired through the RSE. 

The cloud application architecture is shown in figure 4-5: 

 

Figure 4-5 TIM Configuration Tool Architecture 
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CHAPTER 5:  FIELD TESTS 

For evaluation purposes we performed simulations in the lab and conducted preliminary 

field tests to assess our proposed hopping algorithm.  

5.1 Simulations 

To perform the simulations, we chose the West Arrowhead Road in Duluth, MN where 

we also performed our preliminary field test as shown in figure 5-1. The total road length 

in consideration is 2.5 km which is defined by two main rectangles of lengths 1 and 1.5 

km to represent the hopping route. The width of that specific portion of the road at its 

widest point is about 21 m. Therefore, we have selected the rectangle width to be 52 m 

(2×21+10).  

The message is hopped from one end (left side in Figure 5-1) to the other end on this 

predefined route using our hopping algorithm. To test our hopping algorithm timing, we 

have purposely selected 11 potential locations on 2.5 km section of the road where 

hopping nodes or OBUs could be present to conduct the hopping in such a way that at 

least there is one OBU in each sub-rectangle. Furthermore, we also included one OBU 

potential location which is outside of the main rectangles or the hopping route to 

demonstrate that it will not participate in hopping using our algorithm. We obtained the 

actual longitude and latitude of all these 12 locations from Google Maps and provided 

these as input to our hopping algorithm to calculate HWT, and to evaluate which OBUs 
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will hop the message. 

 

Figure 5-1 Simulation Setup and Simulation Results. 

 For simulation purposes, roadside unit is assumed to be at the far left edge of the first 

main rectangle and will transmit TIM at time 0.00 seconds. Also the direct wireless 

access range of each OBU and the roadside unit is assumed to be 300 m so that the 

maximum sub-rectangle length calculated by each OBU will be 250 m.  The hopping 

algorithm code was written in C and run on Savari OBU S103 which runs a Linux based 

Operating System. At each OBU location, calculated parameters were logged and shown 

in figure 5-1. 

The simulation results in figure5-1 show that the OBUs in each sub-rectangle hop TIM in 

accordance to hopping windows and expected HWT (4th and 5th columns of data in figure 
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5-1). There are two important points to be noted here which are highlighted in the figure 

and discussed below.  

● In 6th sub-rectangle (2nd sub-rectangle of main rectangle 2), there are 2 

vehicles (OBUs # 6 and 7). Both received TIM messages at almost the same 

time. After receiving TIM message both vehicles will calculate their respective 

HWT times. However, HWT of the OBU #7 is smaller than that of OBU #6, 

therefore, it will hop the TIM first and upon receiving the same TIM again 

within this hopping window, OBU #6 will stop its hopping process.  

● OBU #8 is outside of both main-rectangles but is still in the wireless access 

range of its neighboring OBUs on the hopping route. Therefore, it receives a 

TIM at 954 msec but it will drop the TIM because it fails to determine which 

main rectangle it falls in. This ensures that our hopping algorithm will confine 

the propagation of TIM to the vehicles on a predefined hopping route.    
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5.2 Preliminary Field Tests 

In preliminary field tests we successfully demonstrated hopping of a message across a 1.2 

km section of West Arrowhead Road. We placed an RSU on one end and a Portable 

Changeable Message Sign (PCMS) on the other end of this road section with three OBUs 

between the RSU and the PCMS as shown in figure 5-2. 

 

Figure 5-2 Section of West Arrowhead Rd used for preliminary road tests. 

 

In our preliminary tests, the RSU was programmed to transmit TIM every one second. 

The three OBUs helped hopped the message to the PCMS which displayed a message 

when hopped TIM was received successfully and displayed a different message when 

hopped TIM was not received. 

Figure 5-3 shows the experiment set up for these tests. We changed the spacing of three 

OBUs between the RSU and PCMS to evaluate the range of RSU and OBUs for 

successful hopping. The range of RSU was more than 500m while range of all OBUs was 

around 250 m. The hopping algorithm worked as desired regardless of the positions of 

the OBUs as long as the maximum spacing between any two was not more than the 

DSRC range. 
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Figure 5-3 Clockwise from bottom left - Deployed PCMS, Cone zone, PCMS, DSRC 

device integrated with PCMS 
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5.3 Final Demonstration 

The final demonstration of the SmartWorkzone system was held on Thursday, June 23rd, 

2016 on Dulles Access road close to the Dulles Airport, VA. The work zone had lane 

closure on the left lane in the east bound direction. The site was approved by the work 

zone contractor the prior week, the details of which are illustrated in figure 5-4 and 5-5. 

The site occurs between MM0.7 to MM2.3 on EB DIAAH. 

 

Figure 5-4 Birds-eye View - Final Demo Location 
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The RSE was deployed on a trailer with a telescoping post with battery power. 

 

Figure 5-5 Detailed View: Final Demo Location 

The trailer was provided by TFHRC (Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center). We 

also received a lot of help and guidance from USDOT and VDoT (Virginia Department 

of Transportation) for the planning and deployment of the work zone. The following 

pictures provide a visual description of the installation. 
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Figure 5-6 Trailer Setup 

 

 

Figure 5-7 Final Demo - Elevation Profile 
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As can be seen from the snapshot above (Figure 5-7), the terrain is not flat and thus, the 

RSE range is limited to about 700m, approximately to the point indicated by the marker 

above. This also coincides with the actual start of the lane closures. With Car 1 within the 

range of the RSE, Car 2 was able to receive the TIM message from the RSE further 

upstream by means of the hopping application running on the DSRC devices. The driver 

of Car 2 was able to get information about the work zone ahead of time, even before 

reaching the actual work zone. This mechanism demonstrated the effectiveness of the 

hopping capability which has the potential to greatly enhance the range of the RSE with 

greater DSRC penetration. In addition, both cars were also running the PVD application 

that collected snapshots and pushed them to the RSE when in range. The RSE then sent 

the PVDs to the Travel Time Computation Engine. The number of hop zones for the 

work zone was configured to be 2. Once, the PVDs were filtered and travel time 

computed for the two hop zones, the estimated travel time was as follows: 

- Hop zone 1: 46 secs 

- Hop zone 2: 76 secs 

Hence the total travel time for the distance covered by the hop zones was 122 secs. This 

travel time was update in the TIM message and re-encoded to form the revised TIM 

message. 
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have developed a hopping algorithm for a work zone traffic information system to 

deliver in-vehicle messages using DSRC based V2V communication. The developed 

hopping algorithm can disseminate information messages on one or more pre-defined 

routes consisting of any kind of highways or roads including merge and T-junctions. The 

proposed algorithm uses vehicles moving in both directions on a particular route for 

hopping and minimizes the number of hops to carry the message and avoids the broadcast 

storm at the same time. Our simulation and field test results show that the proposed 

algorithm works as intended by successfully avoiding broadcast storm and keeping the 

information message on the desired hopping route.  

During the course of last two years when we were developing this project there have been 

few changes in SAE and IEEE standards and in future work we intend to make the 

required changes in our design and applications to become compatible with these 

standards. 
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